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Sunnytek is happy to offer solar absorbers designed to 
produce hot water by sun only. These are flat panels 
with a sealing glass window and inside a special coated 
absorber plate with a water jacket inside. Sun rays heat 
up water to be between 70-95 C in output temperature.
This temperature is high enough for many applications 
in hotels and hospitals and industry.
We offer 2 series with different characteristics and 
design. One use  specially coated plate with metallic 
tubes at back that absorb energy. One other use special 
plastic tubes for high temperature. Booth has 
advantages and disadvantages so an analyze must be 
done to get the best solution.

Features of Sunnytek Solar absorbers

* Makes hot water by solar energy energy only.
* Flat glass protected metallic absorber 
* Special absorbance coating for highest output
* 1x2 meter dimension makes them easy to in stall
* Long life time with no maintenance

Applications for solar absorbers

* Hot water in homes and houses holds
* Hot water in hospitals, supermarkets and restaurants
* Industrial heating in breweries where lots of hot water 

is needed
* Pre heater section for solar concentrators
* Hot water for cleaning textiles in factories and textile 

process.

Many of these applications need over 100C in 
temperature. Thes cheaters can be used in a step one 
to give a higher temperature for step and more 
advanced and costly solar concentrators. Then we get 
about 80-90C with the flat panels and then we continue 
with concentrators for final temperature. Flat solar absorbers at moderate temperatures have better 
efficiency per square meter panel area.
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The flat solar hot water systems are very 
simple and reliable and makes energy for 
many years.
Panels / absorbers can be put on surfaces 
that are almost 100% cowered with panels so 
they produce a lot per square meter of land 

area. No tracker 
and mechanics 
makes all very 
simple. Cost is 
always an 
issue and they 
are very cost 
efficient.

Down is the AS 400 design that is very simple and 
efficient if temperature is less 75C at end. Normally 
panels have self drain function so panels are dry when 
cold outside. This saves energy and reduce rein to 
freeze a cold night. Maintenance costs are very low and 
no special unique service is needed to repair any units if 
something happens

The new Scandinavian solar hot water heater with plastic tubes inside gives zero galvanic problems when 
connected to sell and copper pipes in other parts of a system. The panel is a kit and can be delivered in 
pieces and is easily installed. It can also be repaired if anything happens.
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